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Foreword

Thomas K. Casady

Everyone, it seems, has his or her own definition of crime analysis. Some commentators and experts can spend several pages dissecting the subtle differences between crime analysis, problem analysis, intelligence analysis, management analysis, and investigative analysis. My own definition is basic:

*Crime analysis is the process of finding information that would otherwise be lost in the volume of work being done by police agencies.*

This information might be as simple as figuring out that the connection of two robbery cases to a common suspect based on the words he spoke, or as complex as multivariate analysis of thousands of motor vehicle collision reports uncovering a correlation between right-turn-on-red and increasing car-bicycle accidents. The plain fact is that police agencies are often so busy doing what they do that these findings elude them and an opportunity for intervention passes unexploited.

Crime analysis is about increasing these discoveries. It is not new, but the systematic analysis of data and information is increasingly being valued by police agencies seeking to improve their effectiveness. The crime analysis function is integral to good policing and the efficient use of limited resources.

Today more than any time in the history of policing, we have access to incredible analytical tools and data sets. Geographic information systems, relational databases, investigative analysis software, access to huge amounts of information on the Internet, and a variety of other technological developments have opened new and amazing opportunities. Training, certification, publications, and professional associations have blossomed in the field. In some respects, though, we have made crime analysis seem more esoteric than it really is. Some of the most effective approaches to finding stuff are deceptively simple: reading police reports, sorting columns of data, searching for text strings in lengthy narrative case files, or looking at cell phone records. We should never let crime analysis become more about the technology than the utility of the information uncovered.

The quality of analysis should always be measured by the extent to which it leads to action. Give a graveyard shift Sergeant a handwritten note on the back of an envelope notifying that there have been a handful of robberies this week in the downtown area near automated teller machines at bar closing time, and you have accomplished something that can be acted upon tonight. A detailed analytical bulletin replete with full color bar charts, incident maps, and erudite narrative observations about this trend is a useless waste of paper if it does not find its way into the hands of those who are in a position to act, or if the trend has changed, stopped, or moved by the time they have received the information.
How we use the information uncovered by our exploration is critical. If crime analysts have one collective shortcoming, it is that they do not participate sufficiently in turning their analyses into action. It is not enough to deliver the report. Crime analysts should be expert consultants not only on what, but also on what to do about it. As the field evolves, crime analysts will need to hone these skills.

Far too many crime analysts are frustrated by their role as technical support for the PowerPoint-challenged, and producer of the monthly statistical report that nobody really wants, needs or uses. At a crossroads in the development of our field, it is time for crime analysts to step forward in policing and become like risk managers in the insurance industry, financial analysts in business, and policy analysts in government: experts not only in finding information, but in applying this new knowledge in order to reduce risk, increase gains, and empower effective public policy. Exploring Crime Analysis provides the fundamentals that will help new and experienced analysts strive toward these goals.

Thomas K. Casady

Chief of Police
Lincoln, NE